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Independent Safety Assessment

• ISA WG affiliated to IET, BCS, SaRS, IMechE
• Provides guidance on ISA across domains

• Independent Safety Assessment
“The formation of a judgement, separate and independent from 
any system design, development or operational personnel, that 
the safety requirements for the system are appropriate and 
adequate for the planned application and that the system 
satisfies those safety requirements” [ISA WG What is ISA]
• Also independent safety audit, functional safety assessment

• To provide assurance that a system is safe
• In particular, to person authorising operation of system
• To show they have discharged safety duty of care

• Usually mandated by policy or standard
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ISA WG Code of Practice for ISAs

• “Addresses particular responsibilities of ISA”

• Requirement 5: proportionality
“The ISA’s assessment rigour shall be in proportion to the safety 
risk addressed”
– Balance effort on issues according to safety criticality [Sic]
– Other factors may also affect rigour 

• E.g. new technology, previous experience
– Balance assessments of direct and indirect evidence
– Be open-minded to project’s chosen ways of working

• To assure systems if and only if safe, at reasonable cost

• ISA Working Group is developing extended guidance
• Currently under direction of Steve Kinnersly

• This talk partly reflects but does not represent this work

Competence?

}
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Definitions

• Rigour
• The quality of being extremely thorough and careful [OED]
– Does not appear to allow proportionality but
“It's up to you to decide … what level of rigour … to apply to match 
the quality level needed”

• Proportionality
• Expectation that more important areas get more attention
• But not mathematical proportionality
– 10x criticality does not imply 10x effort

• “The ISA shall be thorough and careful to an extent appropriate to 
the safety criticality and other factors”
• But what is appropriate?
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The ISA WG approach

• Requirements for rigour of assessment schemes
• Assuming there will be some domain dependence

• Modelled on development process integrity schemes
• [Small] ordered set of levels [DoRNs, like DALs, SILs]
• Method of determining DoRN for a safety case
• Tools/techniques/measures for each DoRN
– And each safety case element [Argument, hazard log, etc]

Arg HL FT

D1 … … …

D2 … … …

D3 … … …

Safety case

Assess Apply

Tools/ 
techniques/ 
measures
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Determining DoRNs

• Assessment rigour related to development rigour 
• Both about absence of defects affecting safety
• Hence approach is domain specific
– ARP4754, old Def Stan 00-56 use consequence

• And architecture of system of systems
– IEC61508 can use target dangerous failure rate

• Economy: ISA must review safety requirements [Definition]
• As many DoRNs as criticality levels?

• Does a priori view of safety case dependability matter?
• Not [much] if rigour determines size of residual defects
– Consistent with view of development process schemes

• Can modulate top level DoRN by safety case element
• Derive DoRN for system components as for system
• Diversity of argument gives similar architecture mitigation

} Criticality
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Assessment tools, techniques and measures

• To be defined for DoRNs and safety case areas

• Some domain-specific elements but many common methods
• Common generic ideas in ISA WG ISA Plan Guidance e.g.

• Still need to establish consensus on detailed good practice
• Development process standards suggest effort needed

• Will look at theory-based approach to safety arguments

Documentation Credibility check Structured read-through

Validity of 
evidence

Plausibility check Comparison with independent
evidence

Hazard 
mitigations

Presence and 
plausibility of 
selected mitigations

Analysis of argument and 
evidence for adequacy and 
correctness of all mitigations
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Assurance of safety arguments

• Based on argumentation theory [Persuasion argument]
• Safety argument author tries to demonstrate claims
– By producing valid and cogent argument

• ISA tries to cast doubt on demonstration
– By identifying defeaters for claims [Pollock]

Failure rate 
10-3 ph

Failure rate 
10-2 ph

Test

P ¬PRebuttal

By 
extrapolation

By 
extrapolation

Previous 
operation

Representative? Bugs fixed

Undercutters
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A possible systematic approach (Walton, etc)

All hazards 
found

Safety panel says 
all hazards found

Competent body

Claim

Argument 
scheme

A priori 
reason

Is safety panel 
competent?

Is safety panel 
honest?

Alternative 
expert view?

Underpinning 
evidence?

Identify

Rebut?

Undercut

Support?

}
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Reducing rigour

• This approach achieves rigour through detailed checklists

• Completeness and correctness check [ISA Plan guidance]

• Can reduce rigour by

• Not assessing some questions

– E.g. if failure would not be corrected

• Informal approach to rebuttal and undercutting

• By critical review of argument structure 

– Credibility check expected by ISA Plan guidance

Decreasing 

rigour
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Final thoughts

• What if we use assurance methods to develop arguments?
• Extends rigour throughout process
– See Jarzębowicz et al, Hawkins et al, Bloomfield et al
– Not all these linked to argument schemes

• Undercutting checks become additional claims
– In safety argument or separate assurance argument

• Do we need [quantified] confidence in arguments?
• Allows rigorous justification for acceptance of claims
• Intuition can [perhaps] be misleading 
– Littlewood showed that diversity may reduce confidence

• Even where both diverse legs are supportive
• No shortage of papers on argument confidence methods
– Not clear that they would be usable/useful in practice
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Summary

• ISA WG is proposing rigour of assessment schemes
• Analogous to developmental process integrity schemes
• Rigour dependent on safety criticality of system
– And of safety case element

• Good practice at each rigour largely TBD
– Have presented some ideas for safety arguments

• Plenty of open questions 
• Would guidance on good practice in ISA be useful?
– What form should it take?
– How would you use it?

• How do ISAs currently justify the rigour of their examination?
– What good practice already exists?

• Should we quantify confidence in assessments?
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Glossary

ARP Aerospace Regulatory Publication

CAA Civil Aviation Authority

DAL Design Assurance Level

DoRN Degree of Rigour Necessary

ISA Independent Safety Assessment

OED Oxford English Dictionary

SIL Safety Integrity Level

WG Working Group
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